MELAMINED PANEL

POLAR BIRCH  D-9420 BS
LIGHT BEECH  D-9240 BS
BEECH  D-381 PR
DARK WALNUT  D-1925 BS
CHERRY MARBELLA  D-9755 SU
WHITE  6458 PE
GREY  U-112 PE
GRAPHITE  U-164 PE
AMBER OAK  K006 SN
ARCTIC OAK  K005 PS
CRAFT OAK  K002 SN
CARBON WALNUT  K016 SN
TIEPOLO WALNUT  D8953 SU

METAL

WHITE  RAL 9016
SILVER  RAL 9006
ANTHRACITE  RAL 7016
BLACK  RAL 9005
SILVER & LACQUER (BLOG AND TRIO)  RAL 9006 + LACQUER

HPL

ANTHRACITE  U164 MT
VANILLA  U3261 VL (MT)
LIGHT GREY  U2653 VL (MT)
MADRID OAK  D3801 CL
ST MORITZ WALNUT  D3829 OW
DUBLIN OAK  D3822 OW

HIGH-GLOSS PANEL

ICY WHITE  U-1027
SCHWARZ  U-1200
DARK GREY  U-1253

GLASS MODESTY PANELS

ANTISOL BLACK
ANTISOL GRAPHITE
MILK-WHITE

THE PRODUCER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO INTRODUCE CONSTRUCTION ALTERATIONS AND CHANGES OF PARAMETERS NOT DETERIORATING GENERAL PRODUCTS' CHARACTERISTICS. THIS CATALOGUE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A LEGAL OFFER AND IS PUBLISHED FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY.
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APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 12 WEEKS.
RECOMMENDED ASSEMBLY BY QUALIFIED INSTALLERS ONLY.
PRODUCER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MECHANICAL DAMAGES CAUSED BY INAPPROPRIATE INSTALLATION
DESKTOPS & TABLE TOPS - QUARTZ SINTER.
PEDESTALS AND CABINET CARCASSES - LACQUERED MDF.
FRONTS OF THE CABINETS - QUARTZ SINTER + LACQUERED MDF.
METAL FRAME POWDER COATED - RAL9005
TWO COLOUR VARIANTS AVAILABLE:

OPTION I
QUARTZ SINTER - NATURALI BIANCO STATUARIO VENATO
CABINET CARCASSES, PEDESTAL - LACQUERED MDF - BLACK RAL 7021
PEDESTAL RISER - BEIGE NCS 1002-Y
METAL - RAL 9005

OPTION II
QUARTZ SINTER - NATURALI NOIR DESIR LUCIDATO
CABINET CARCASSES, PEDESTAL - LACQUERED MDF - BLACK RAL 7021
PEDESTAL RISER - BROWN NCS 5020 Y-40R
METAL - RAL 9005
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - SORENO

APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 6 WEEKS.
RECOMMENDED ASSEMBLY BY QUALIFIED INSTALLERS ONLY.
PRODUCER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MECHANICAL DAMAGES CAUSED BY INAPPROPRIATE INSTALLATION

**EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - SORENO**

**SEO-1**

**SEO-2**

**SEO-3**

**SEO-4**

**SEO-5**

**SEO-6**

**SEO-7**

**SEO-8**

**TABLE TOPS SURFACES AND SIDES, CABINET FRONTS** - NATURAL VENEER. AVAILABLE COLOURS: AMERICAN WALNUT, OAK.

**THICKNESS OF** SEO-1, SEO-2 AND SEO-8 TABLE TOPS - 50 MM.

**THICKNESS OF** SEO-7 TABLE TOP - 40 MM.

FRONTS MARKED A, B, C, D - OPTIONALLY IN LACQUERED MDF: CLARET RAL 3005 SOFT, GRAPHITE RAL 7021 SOFT, TURQUISE RAL 5009 SOFT.

INSET IN DESKTOPS, MEETIG TABLE AND DESK SIDES, CABINET PLINTHS - FINISHED WITH FORBO MAT - GRAPHITE.

CABINET CARCASSES - MELAMINED PANEL - GRAPHITE U-164 PE.

CABINET DOORS AND DRAWERS - SILENT CLOSE.

TABLE FRAMES - STEEL & ALUMINUM, POWDER COATED - RAL 7016

DESK LEG - TRANSPARENT, TEMPERED GLASS.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - ARCADIUS

APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 6 WEEKS.
RECOMMENDED ASSEMBLY BY QUALIFIED INSTALLERS ONLY.
PRODUCER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MECHANICAL DAMAGES CAUSED BY INAPPROPRIATE INSTALLATION.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - ARCADIUS

MELAMINED PANEL - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
THICKNESS OF THE TOPS - 18 MM.
DESK AND TABLE FRAMES, CABINET FEET AND HANDLES - CHROMED METAL.
LEGS PROFILE - 60X60 MM.
POSSIBILITY OF MOUNTING AC-13 GLASS MODESTY PANEL TO THE AC-1 DESK - AVAILABLE GLASS COLOURS: MILK-WHITE, ANTISOL GRAPHITE, ANTISOL BLACK.
CABINET AC-6 - DRAWER WITH GLASS FRONT - AVAILABLE GLASS COLOURS: MILK-WHITE, ANTISOL GRAPHITE, ANTISOL BLACK.
DRAWERS WITH PUSH TO OPEN.
2-WAY GRAIN DIRECTION IN TALL CABINETS.
AC-5 PEDESTAL - HAFFEL METAL DRAWERS WITH SILENT CLOSE, CENTRAL LOCK WITH ONE DRAWER OPENING AT A TIME, PENTRAY DRAWER.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - AUTTICA

APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 4 WEEKS.
RECOMMENDED ASSEMBLY BY QUALIFIED INSTALLERS ONLY.
PRODUCER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY MECHANICAL DAMAGES CAUSED BY INAPPROPRIATE INSTALLATION.
THICK ELEMENTS - CELLBOARD 80 MM THICK, FINISHED WITH HPL LAMINATE - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
CABINET DOOR FRONTS FINISHED WITH HPL LAMINATE - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
UNDERSIDE PARTS OF AT-21 AND AT-22 TOPS FINISHED WITH ANTI-TENSION LAMINATE.
DOORS AND DRAWERS - PUSH TO OPEN.
AT-3 DRAWERS - POSSIBILITY OF HANGING FILES.
APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 4 WEEKS.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - BRAVO

TABLE TOPS AND CARCASSES - MELAMINED PANEL - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
DESKTOPS AND TABLE TOPS - 25 MM THICK.
CABINET FRONTS, PEDESTAL FRONTS AND MODESTY PANEL - HIGH-GLOSS OR ACRYLUX PANEL - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
DESK AND TABLE FRAMES - POWDER COATED METAL - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
HANDLES AND FEET - SILVER OR BLACK.
LEGS PROFILE - 70X30 MM.
SWING DOORS - SILENT CLOSE.
PEDESTAL BR-10 - HAFELE METAL DRAWERS WITH SILENT CLOSE, CENTRAL LOCK WITH ONE DRAWER OPENING AT A TIME, PENTRAY DRAWER.
SUPPORTING BRACKET FOR DESK-SIDE CABINET.

APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 4 WEEKS.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - HOME OFFICE BLOG

APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 4 WEEKS.

TO-1

TO-2

TO-3

TO-4

TO-5

TO-6

WTB-1
SUPPORTING BRACKET FOR DESK-SIDE CABINET.
APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 4 WEEKS.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - HOME OFFICE BLOG & TRIO

MELAMINED PANEL - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
DESKTOPS - 18 MM THICK.
DESK FRAMES, CABINET PLINTHS, DESK-SIDE CABINET HANDLES - POWDER COATED METAL - SILVER & LACQUER.
BLOG LEGS PROFILE - RECTANGULAR, 80X15 MM.
TRIO LEGS PROFILE - TRIANGLE, 68X49X49 MM.
RECOMMENDED MODESTY PANELS FROM BW RANGE (MELAMINED - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER) OR BSZ RANGE (GLASS - AVAILABLE COLOURS: MILK-WHITE, ANTI-SOL GRAPHITE, ANTISOL BLACK).
STORAGE INSERTS - PUSH TO OPEN.
DESK-SIDE CABINETS TB-1, TB-2, TB-3, TB-4 - BLUM DRAWERS, PUSH TO OPEN.
POSSIBILITY OF INDIVIDUAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE INSERTS INSIDE TB-5, TB-6, TB-7 CARCASSES.

SET UP EXAMPLES:

TB-5 +
TB-14 + TB-9 + TB-13
TB-11 + TB-9
TB-15 + TB-10
TB-11 + TB-10

TB-6 +
TB-14 + TB-9
TB-15
TB-8 + TB-10

TB-7 +
TB-8 + TB-14 + TB-10
TB-11 + TB-8 + TB-13
TB-13 TB-14 TB-15

TB-15

TB-13

TB-14
MELAMINED MODESTY PANELS - 18 MM THICK.

GLASS MODESTY PANELS.
APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 4 WEEKS.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - GRAND

APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME – UP TO 4 WEEKS.

GR-1

GR-2

GR-3

GR-4

GR-6

GR-9

GR-24

GR-7

GR-13

GR-25
MELAMINED PANEL - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
DESKTOPS AND TABLE TOPS - 40 MM THICK.
HANDLES - SILVER.
GLASS - MILK-WHITE IN ALUMINUM FRAME, SILENT CLOSE.
SWING DOORS - SILENT CLOSE.
CABINET PLINTHS - 150 MM HIGH.
HAFELE METAL DRAWERS WITH SILENT CLOSE, CENTRAL LOCK WITH ONE DRAWER OPENING AT A TIME, PENTRAY DRAWER.
EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - OSKAR

APPROXIMATE LEAD TIME - UP TO 4 WEEKS.

EXECUTIVE FURNITURE - OSKAR

KA-1

KA-5

KA-4

KA-13

KA-6

KA-11

KA-12

KA-10

KA-14

MELAMINED PANEL - AVAILABLE COLOURS FROM WUTEH SAMPLER.
TABLE TOPS AND CABINET TOP PANELS - 48 MM THICK (18 MM + BLACK INSERT 12 MM + 18 MM).
HANDLES AND GLASS DOOR FRAMES - BRUSHED STEEL.
GLASS DOORS - ANTISOL BROWN IN ALUMINUM FRAME, SILENT CLOSE.
SWING DOORS - SILENT CLOSE.
KA-13 AND KA-4 - HAFELE METAL DRAWERS WITH SILENT CLOSE, CENTRAL LOCK WITH ONE DRAWER OPENING AT A TIME, PENTRAY DRAWER.
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

PK-1

SQUARE CABLE-PASS 90X90 MM.
TO BE INSTALLED IN Ø80 MM CUT-OUT IN THE WORKTOP
(COLOURS: WHITE, BLACK, CHROME, CHROME MATT)

MULTI MEDIA PORT
DESKTOP MOUNTED, POWDER COATED IN RAL 9006;
EQUIPPED WITH:
- 2x ROUND MAINS SOCKETS 230V, EARTHED - 3 M CABLE WITH ANGLE PLUG UNISCHUKO 16A/230V
- 2x RJ45 CAT5E UTP SOCKETS - 3 M CABLES WITH MALE PLUGS
- 1x VGA PORT (FEMALE) - 0,1 M CABLE WITH FEMALE PLUG
- 1x HDMI PORT (FEMALE) - 0,1 M CABLE WITH FEMALE PLUG
- 1x USB 2.0 TYPE A PORT (FEMALE) - 0,1 M CABLE WITH FEMALE PLUG

INDUCTION CHARGER
TO BE INSTALLED IN Ø80 MM CUT-OUT IN THE WORKTOP, DC VOLTAGE 5V, EQUIPPED WITH:
- 2 M POWER CABLE WITH ANGLE TRANSFORMER PLUG